
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Lunch in a box 

We offer a selection of lunches in a box: "Basic", "Comfort".  In addition, we offer 

lunches in a box that may contain specific ingredients because of medical of 

religious reasons or must be prepared in a specific manner (such as gluten free , 

halal or kosher).  

 

The detailed contents of these lunches in a box can be found on the next pages.  

 

The deadline for ordering lunches in a box for your satell ite symposia is on May 

1s t 2014. To place your order, please contact banqueting@rai.nl . 

 

Important note: 

- Please note that drinks are not included into the lunch boxes. It can be ordered 

separately by using banqueting@rai.nl . 

 

Additional cost:  

- The removing of the lunch boxes wil l be included in the quotation you will 

receive. 

 

 

3.1. “Basic” lunch in a box  

 The content of this lunch in a box cannot be changed.  

 A vegetarian alternative is not available for this lunch in a box. We recommend ordering 

the vegetarian option from the "Comfort" lunch in a box.  

 

For a minimum of: 1 guest. 

 

 

"Basic" lunch in a box on Thursdays       € 14,55 PP. 

 Fully mature cheese brown roll 

 Dutch sausage white roll 

 Raisin bun 

 Kanzi apple 

 Pet bottle still water 0,5 ltr 

 

"Basic" lunch in a box on Fridays        € 14,55 PP. 

 Young mature Gouda cheese brown roll 

 Thinly sliced meatloaf white roll 

 Raisin bun 

 Green Star apple 

 Pet bottle still water 0,5 ltr 
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1.2. "Comfort" lunch in a box 

 The content of these lunches in a box cannot be changed.  
 A changing, vegetarian alternative of this lunch in a box is available upon request. 

 

For a minimum of: 1 guest. 

 

"Comfort" lunch in a box on Thursdays      € 17,60 PP. 

 Egg salad sandwich 

 Uncooked ham sandwich 

 Mini sliced roast chicken white roll 

 Mini cream cheese brown roll 

 Fruit yoghurt 

 Candy bar 

 Apple 

 Pet bottle still water 0,5 ltr 

 

 

"Comfort" lunch in a box on Fridays       € 17,60 PP. 

 Chicken and cocktail sauce spread sandwich  

 Gouda cheese and mustard sandwich 

 Mini white roll with egg and green lolo lettuce 

 Mini brie brown roll 

 Fruit yoghurt 

 Candy bar 

 Banana 

 Pet bottle still water 0,5 ltr 

 

1.3. Lunchbox “special diets” 

 All lunchboxes for guests with a special diet can be ordered by mentioning the type of 

diet.  

 

Lunchbox “Diet”          € 37.50 PP. 

For a minimum of: 1 guest 

 

- Diabetes 

- Gluten free 

- Halal 

- Kosher 

- Lactose free 

- Nut free 

- Veganist 

- Other 

 


